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 The story tells of the males wild, exciting, and dangerous adventures after the family members
was reunited. His mother and father had been separated for several years. A mother that could
not afford to raise four boys on her own, delivered three of the males to foster homes. After that
discover he previously a father. This is the tale of the youngest boy. A boy that would discover he
had a mature brother. The mother kept the youngest boy to improve. And finally, discover he
previously two more old brothers.The story A FAMILY GROUP Reunited is approximately the
harsh life surviving in poverty through the eyes of a boy. But also tells about the fun and
humorous occasions the boys had living on a farm on the open Kansas prairies. The life span
and occasions the boy spent with three old brothers causing turmoil and mischief. The tale tells
of the horrible accidents the family endured. Living on a farm in the Kansas prairies in the first
1960s.
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Love, sadness A Family Reunited is a collection of short stories centered around a young boy
named Jeffrey. This true to life story brings experience, laughter, struggles and unity. Like,
sadness, humor, guilt, pleasure and reduction. The most crucial thing are the life lessons learned.
Go through this book very quickly and enjoyed it very much. Although short, it had been very
entertaining and readable. Great Read! I found myself having a hard time putting the book
straight down. There's much emotion packed in this little book; Loved this book. Great book!
Hopefully quickly. Five Stars Enjoyed the tales of a young boy living on farm A great, easy read I
purchased this book once the author was doing a book signing within my local grocery store. He
explained a little bit about the reserve and it sounded like a very enjoyable read. I really loved
reading all the childhood stories, they reminded me of some of the adventures my siblings and I
experienced growing up. I go through half of it the next day and completed it off the day after. It
was! I can't wait to read another book. Good writing. I actually met this gentleman in the grocery
store and bought this book due to the fact he is an area writer in Pearland, TX. The ending left
you wanting to know more about this family. Left me waiting for the next stage within their lives.
Great story.Looking forward to reading the next book! This is definitely a story that has comedy
Great book! That is a story that has comedy, actions, drama, and tragedy all in one. I especially
love the way the book teaches good morals, best for all age range. The Last Slice of Pie chapter
was my personal favorite. I recommend it.
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